The World’s Smartest
360° Dashcam.

FAST FACTS

360° dual-lens camera plus protection
by AI. The future standard of safety.
Vezo is a dual-lens 4K dashcam that records all around your car in 360°.
Sporting AI machine learning that can detect and alert drivers who are falling
asleep, and combined with 4G, WIFI, Bluetooth, cloud storage and a
live-streaming app, Vezo is truly the world’s smartest dashcam.

Stay Alert Behind the Wheel
Better than a cup of coffee, Vezo uses AI to keep an eye on the driver for the
tell-tale signs of drowsiness. At the faintest hint of Mr. Sandman’s arrival, Vezo
alerts the driver to wake up! With Vezo, you’ll never again worry about nodding
off behind the wheel.

ONLY DASHCAM WITH SLEEP DETECTION!

Keeps You Safe On the Road
Vezo’s dual-lens camera records crystal-clear 4K HD video in 360 degrees.
Perfectly capture the entire view: out your windshield, at your blind spots and
everything that’s happening behind you. Auto-accident detection records
collisions and automatically saves footage to the cloud.

Brought to you by
the creative team at

Redefine the ‘Road Movie’ Genre
The 360° dual-lens camera gives a new 4K perspective to the road movie.
Always recording video (optionally mic’d), Vezo makes it easy to share those
perfect, unexpected moments with friends and followers. And Vezo’s magnetic
mount lets you take it out of the car and straight into the action. You can even
attach it to a drone!

Put Your Trust in the Perfect Guard Dog
Unattended, parked cars account for 20% of all accidents. Don’t leave the
security of your car up to fait accomplii! Vezo monitors your parked car 24/7
and sends you notifications when it detects unusual activity. And a blinking
LED light acts as a strong deterrent to any potential thieves.

Stay Secure and Connected Around the Clock
With 4G and WIFI support, Vezo’s always connected. You can log in to the Vezo
app anytime to see a streaming live-view of your car. And you’ll never get lost in
the parking lot again—just use Vezo’s GPS signal to see in the app exactly where
you left your car.

- SPECIFICATIONS
Lens

Memory

Sony IMX 5mp x2
F2.0 aperture
180 FOV
7 Layer Clear Glass Lens

Micro SD Card Up To 256 Gb
Memory Card Slot

App

Sensors

Android
iOS

3 Axis Accelerometer
3 Axis Magnetometer
Auto Accident Detection

Image Signal
Processing

Connectivity

3D Noise Reduction
Backlight Compensation
Multi-exposure HDR

Bluetooth 5, IEEE 802.15.4
WiFi 802.11 b/g/n
LTE-4G, PSM

Mic
Built-in Microphone
Speaker

Video
Advanced H.265 Compression
3540x1920 pixels
Flexible Rate Control

GPS

Image Sensor

PPP Based GPS Module

CMOS 1/2.3”
BIS Sensor
Machine Vision High DR

Accessories

CPU
Quad-core Processor
Computer Vision SOC
2.2 GHz

Battery Pack
Tripod

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What is the price of the
Vezo 360?
We will be announcing prices soon.
You can sign up for our newsletter to
be among the first people informed
of our limited Super Early Bird
sale prices.

Will you have any
promotional giveaways?
Yes, we will have a referral program
for a chance to win a free Vezo.
Stay tuned!

Can the Vezo 360
withstand the hot
temperatures of
tropical countries?
Yes, Vezo has airflow cooling vents in
the body of the dashcam.

Does the Vezo 360 come
with a camera for the
back of the car?
Vezo comes with single-channel
dual-lens 360° dashcam. But it's
possible to connect two Vezo 360
dashcams or connect multiple
devices with the Vezo Mobile App.

Does the Vezo 360 have
a battery, or do I have to
keep it connected to
the charger?
Vezo has a rechargeable internal
battery that will power Vezo between
1.5 to 2 days when your car is
stationary. When your car’s ignition is
off, Vezo enters sleep mode, and only
wakes up to send you a notification
when its sensors detect unusual
activity. When your car’s ignition is on,
Vezo will recharge its battery via the
charging cable. We also sell an
optional power extender for when you
want to park your car for longer
periods of time.

Do you have a
hardwire kit?
Yes, you can connect Vezo 360 with
Direct-Wire Cable. Vezo is activated
with a 5v power supply. You can also
purchase an external hardwire
kit accessory.

What kind of recording
features are available?
The Vezo 360 supports app-controlled
loop and continuous recording. If you
are using Vezo as a dashcam inside
your car, it records on loop and if use
Vezo as an outdoor action cam, you
can use continuous recording.

What kind of safety
features are available?
360° Imaging: A camera is only as
good as the view and data it provides.
Video serves as evidence only when it
tells the full story. If you find yourself
in an accident or become the victim of
vandalism, hit and run, or theft, you
cannot afford to have parts of the
story missing; you need the complete
360-degree picture and event
intelligence that Vezo 360 provides.
Parking Mode: Also unique to the
Vezo 360 is its suite of advanced
low-power sensors, allowing it to stay
alert to events even if the car is turned
off for weeks. When a suspicious
event happens, the Vezo instantly
turns on, records and alerts you
with a notification. When your car is
unattended, Vezo 360 sleeps with
one eye open to protect your vehicle
without draining its battery.

What size of SD card
does Vezo work with?

sophisticated machine learning driver
drowsiness monitoring and event
detection system.
Also unique to the Vezo360 is its suite
of advanced low-power sensors,
allowing it to stay alert to events even
if the car is turned off for weeks.

What kind of connection
options are there?
Vezo 360 has Wi-fi Direct and 4G
cellular connectivity. Vezo 360 is
tailor-made to utilize the minimum
cellular data possible. 4G is only used
in two scenarios:
1. In the event of a collision,
only accident footage is
automatically saved to the cloud.
2. In parking mode, situations likes
hit-run and other unusual activity
will send a live notification with
footage to your phone.

What format is the video
stored in?

Vezo 360 supports Micro SD cards up
to 256 GB.

Vezo 360 records crystal clear video
at 4K resolution. With the Vezo mobile
app, you can get access the footage in
three formats:

How does Vezo 360
compare against top
competitors?

1. Single mode: View the video taken
by either Vezo’s front or
back camera.

The Vezo 360 is the first and only
consumer automotive camera to use
dual-lens 360-degree imaging
technology for a seamless crystal
clear view both in and around your
vehicle. Vezo also has the most

COMING SOON ON

2. Double Mode: View video taken by
both cameras.
3. 360 Mode: Panoramic 360°.
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